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Translations of Blind Perception in the Films Monika (2012) and
Antoine (2008)
By Robert Stock and Beate Ochsner
I. Introduction
In their book Cultural Locations of Disability, David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder critically examine the Deaf‐
and‐Blind‐cycle made by Frederick Wiseman in the 1980s, and point out how the documentary filmmaker
seeks to analyze the disciplinary techniques used in institutions for the blind, deaf and blind.1 The authors
conceive of Wiseman’s observational “direct‐cinema”‐approach – that sometimes seems ambivalently
voyeuristic – as a means of critique that aims at demonstrating how subjects are treated in these specific
sites for the disabled and how such institutions “coerce acceptable behaviors and restrict bodily movements
as their primary tactic.”2 Regarding the portrayal of the blind and deaf‐blind within the institutional frame in
these films, Mitchell and Snyder detect a hierarchy between the sighted and non‐sighted that also surfaces in
scenes addressing cane traveling. During the mobility training, individuals that have become blind are
introduced to a dual discipline. For instance, a young woman “learns to maneuver a cane while also being
subject to the evaluative oversight of the instructor.”3 It is a practice of “learning to be blind” that viewers of
the film witness while they simultaneously become a part of a hierarchical dichotomy (as they watch the
instructor overseeing the blind person) denoting non‐sighted individuals as deficient and in the need of
learning how to cope with their situation. This particular configuration persists even after the mobility
training has ended because blind – as well as sighted – individuals will “carry an internalized version of an
evaluating gaze. […] the technique of cane traveling comes with the initiation of a visually impaired individual
into a panoptic scheme that follows her wherever she goes.”4 Blindness, in this example, can thus be
understood as an interactional practice creating a social difference and forcing the non‐sighted to recognize it
and to create a new identity. The non‐sighted are obliged to either accept or reject this disability identity, to
respond to the stigma and thus becoming a self/group based on their response.5
This use of the “panoptic scheme”6 can indeed be seen as part of everyday experience, academic
research7 or diverse cinematic productions, like for instance the television ad “Sensuality that you can feel“
by Palmers (2011). The camera shows a female model putting on her underwear. Viewers only know that the
exposed woman is (supposedly) blind in the end of the ad as she is shown walking with a long
cane.8 Furthermore, as specialized institutions for the blind and visually disabled continue to exist, it is
important to take into account their impact in shaping particular sets of dis/abling behavior and mediatic
strategies9 (which are often connected to discriminatory practices) contributing to “making up” dis/abled
social identities.10 But besides analytical approaches mainly informed by Foucauldian ideas of disciplinary
coercion11 it seems also productive to explore cultural locations of disability from other perspectives.
Regarding aspects of daily life, one could refer to “blind money practices” that emerge in complex
configurations of human and non‐human participants.12 Or consider for example the ways in which non‐
sighted people negotiate the visual. Categories like appearance or the use of latest fashion are, as Mraczny
observes, produced discursively and made relevant due to particular circumstances and social contexts by
blind persons in interaction with sighted counterparts.13 In encounters where blind and sighted meet they
might have to negotiate how to describe a route to a certain destination in urban settings, which can also
become a complicated challenge.14 These examples not only reveal a productive dimension in the sense that
they constitute settings where normal and dis‐abled subjectivities emerge, but also show how social
hierarchies are interdependently produced and temporarily stabilized.
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Against the backdrop of these works, we propose an analysis of films with and about blind or visually disabled
individuals that aims at exploring different modes of world perception. In our view, such an examination
should not only discuss the question of “giving voice” and visibility to those who were formerly only
represented in or by the media, or the fact that films belonging to what might be considered a “new disability
documentary cinema”15 are dedicated to the experience of disability from the point of view of those who deal
with it. Rather, we examine films that do not restrict their field of vision to institutional context as cultural
productions. These films allow the viewer to get to know different practices of seeing in the daily life of both
blind or visually disabled and sighted people. In approaching these productions, we are interested in focusing
on how the audio‐visual regimes produce and structure our visual experience, translate it into a filmic
grammar and thus not only create filmic patterns of blind perception but, at the same time, the
cinematographic aesthetic of a so‐called normal sightedness.
Translating modes of (blind) perception into filmic practices
Blind perception of the world is often associated with a life in darkness.16 While such a preconception seems
to be mainly shaped by a Western social context in which one can observe a “hegemony of
vision,”17 accounts given by sociologists and medical experts18 reveal the importance of hearing and listening
for spatial orientation of blind or visually disabled people. Still, the specific patterns of blind perception were
characterized for a long time as mere compensation or lack of certain abilities and spatial
awareness.19 Contrary to this, scholars are recently approaching blind perception of the world following the
phenomenology of Merleau‐Ponty, who stresses the importance of the body and the unity of the senses in
perceptual experience.20 Taking these and other philosophical reflections as a point of departure, Saerberg
explores the way in which urban (and other) environments are structured.21 Note that spaces are shaped by
specific sounds and noises that can indicate the presence of certain objects or persons, their position and
direction of movement. Blind or visually disabled persons might use these complex networks of sounds as
cues in order to move through these environments while simultaneously drawing on other sensory
impressions like smelling or sensing particular movements of air.22
Hence it is evident that space is not a given factor but is rather being constructed through subjective
experience and social interaction.23 This process of producing social hierarchies and conditions impacts how
subjectivities are shaped. Consequently, when analyzing the production of perceptual patterns of
(sighted/non‐sighted) characters in audio‐visual artifacts it is important and necessary to reflect upon the
way in which film constructs its spaces through framing, certain camera perspectives, color, etc. to create
conditions, possibilities, and limits that enable or disable the interaction of the characters.24 Our purpose is
therefore not to observe how film reflects a pre‐fabricated phenomenon but rather to analyze the processes
of “translations”25 that in turn contribute to the production of a cinematic “problem body”26 – especially the
visually disabled body. In other words, the aim consists in examining selected films with their attempts to
translate certain aspects of sensory perception into auditory and visual filmic patterns. Admittedly, these
audio‐visual events27 often produce blindness in films as a different mode of perception that is simply
marked as deviant and not recognized as part of the complex practices of seeing. Because, as Rodas puts it,
The range of blind experience, like the range of visual experience, is infinitely diverse. And most importantly,
these sets of experiences are not divided from one another, each belonging to its own kind. Without recourse
to metaphor, we are permitted to speak of blind sightedness and of sighted blindness, a medley of seeing
and not seeing, indefinite, undisciplined, indivisible.28
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Within this context the auditory is also of particular importance. Cinematographic and documentary settings
receive their appropriate atmosphere by furnishing them with a particular sound design29 or extra‐
respectively intra‐diegetic music.30 As Elsaesser and Hagener write, “[…] a focus on the car and sound directly
emphasizes the spatiality of the cinematic experience: we can hear around corners and through walls, in
complete darkness and blinding brightness, even when we cannot see anything.”31 Michel Chion also stresses
the omnidirectionality of hearing compared to partial or directional seeing.32 We cannot see what is behind
us, but we can hear the room‐filling and shaping sound. During the development of a child, the ear is the first
active organ which already in the fetal state perceives its mother’s voice. Both aspects, the omnidirectionality
as well as the experience of sound during early childhood are linked to the idea of immersion that, since the
1990s is a crucial subject in cinematographic theory.33
Films are hence characterized not only by a field of vision that they elaborate but also through a mix of
sounds and soundscapes.34 Therefore, the progress of the film is stimulated both by the action that takes
place onscreen or offscreen and by the sound design and the music soundtrack: “Sound is one of the most
versatile signifiers, since it contributes to field, tenor, and mode as a powerful creator of meaning, mood and
textuality.”35
As we have shown above, not only the visual but also the auditory is of central importance regarding the
production of (cinematographic) space. Now, we like to point out an example that demonstrates the specific
relationship between environments, spatial perception and technology and helps furthermore to
characterize the following case studies more distinguishably as well. Recently, efforts have been made to
develop glasses designed for blind or visually disabled people. Within this complex interplay of humans and
technical objects, a mini camera captures visual information about the surroundings. The visual data is then
transmitted to a computer where a program translates the moving images into sound patterns.36 While using
the camera and hearing the sound patterns, blind individuals are enabled to perceive contrasts and therefore
geometrical forms or even spatial structures through which they are moving. Television reports37 and
documentary films38 addressing the use of this device frequently show the images of the mini cameras that
provide the visual data to be converted into sound. These black‐and‐white shots are generally of low quality
and often juxtaposed with the computer generated sound patterns that the ears of the sighted are not able
to understand. There is no doubt that these impressions are digitally produced.39 Still, there has been one
scene in The Science of the Senses: Sight (CBS 2007) in which these images are operationalized in a particular
way.40 One sees Pat Fletcher riding a bike while wearing the computer‐enhanced glasses.41 There is a feeling
of suspense which is stressed by the introduction of a synthesizer, hence technologically produced sound.
When the film then cuts to shaky digital images in black and white showing the small passage Fletcher should
come through, it creates a perspective that aims at reproducing the perception of the protagonist. This
produces a paradoxical effect: These images come very close to what is called point of view shot in film
studies, a concept that we will be discussing below in more detail. But because of their obvious otherness
one is not attempted to confound these computer‐generated images with the representation of a
physiological process of seeing. Rather, the scene could be conceived as a way of imagining transhuman
perception.42
Contrary to such productions, cinematographic practices that claim to access blind perception are frequent.
They use the concept of the point of view shot in order to make this kind of non‐sighted perception
comprehensible and suggest that sighted viewers can share the point of view of non‐sighted characters.43 It is
a technique that is widely used in film and does not only serve to produce disabled subjectivities.44 The main
difference regarding the aforementioned example of the computer‐enhanced glasses is that in these films
the camera work and hence the cinematographic translation of the situation is made invisible or transparent.
Instead, the films propose that the viewer (i.e. the camera and the sighted spectator) can actually perceive
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the non‐sighted protagonist’s perspective by looking through blind eyes or appropriating the non‐sighted
perception. One cannot deny the violence of this act because “representation, or more particularly the act of
representing (and hence reducing) others, almost always involves violence of some sort to the subject of the
representation.”45 Put differently, each mediatic positioning of the Other is either strategic and possessive.
How these films attempt to provide “insights” into the various experiences connected to the phenomenon of
blindness will be explored through the following to case studies.
II. Monika (2010)
The film Monika is about a German teenager who has strong myopia.46 As this impedes her ability to get a
driver’s license, she has an operation in a private clinic abroad – against the will of her ophthalmologist.
However, the medical treatment does not result in better vision but actually fails. Monika subsequently
becomes visually disabled. The film takes Monika’s loss of sight as a starting point for telling the story of how
the young girl deals with that change in her life and makes her way. It uses a kind of conventional narrative
quite often told nowadays: a story of successfully overcoming the obstacle of being disabled and getting re‐
integrated into a society that requires productive capacities and success.47 Ironically, the protagonist’s will to
live independently is enhanced by the characterization of her mother who has an alcohol problem. Despite
this, the character of the mother embodies the perspective of dis/abling society48 as she is convinced that
Monika is not able to do anything. Hence it is as much a story about the experience of visual disability as it is
a film about coming of age where a new generation struggle against outdated conventions. Finally and within
the context of the cinematographic “coming‐of‐age”‐genre, which is “less about growing up than about the
expectation, difficulty, and social organization of growing up,”49 dis/ability appears as an in/capacity that has
to be overcome in order to become a socially functional adult. Disability, then, is here but one distinctive
narrative element of a filmic genre.
However, the question that we want to examine is not so much dedicated to a critique of the conventional
narrative of overcoming the challenges of disability. Nor do we intend to query the film’s authenticity
because it does not rely on an actor that has effectively dealt with disability in his/her life.50 It seems rather
interesting to us to analyze the film regarding the cinematic strategies it uses in order to convey the idea of a
particular field of vision or, more precisely, a “problematic body” creating therefore a phenomena “in need of
explanation”51 which in turn presupposes that there is something different, something that cannot be
understood without further explanation. The main question guiding the film’s analysis will investigate the
different levels and dimensions of how patterns of perception regarding seeing and hearing are translated
into filmic strategies and produced as an audio‐visual “event.”52 Seeing and blindness are thus explored as a
“set of practices”53 that entail particular methods of visualization and specific ways of seeing.54
A rather personalized and, therefore, emotionalized view is created by the so‐called point‐of‐view shot, a
technique frequently used to visualize the story of Monika. Thus, the film relies on her point of view in order
to stress perceptual subjectivity and to turn the spotlight on the protagonist’s individual experience.
Simultaneously, this device further establishes Monika’s position at the center of the film, thus providing the
viewers with a mediated impression of her perception. This process of mediation however addresses those
“who see” and consequently defines “seeing” as an activity realized by those who are not blind. In fact,
Monika’s subjectivity is not only created within the frame of a coming‐of‐age film but also through the
translation of her perception into one that she cannot share. In doing so, the communicational barrier is
visualized – and has to be overcome, naturally, by Monika.
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The point‐of‐view in film as a particular strategy and narrative construction has been a central albeit
debatable category. Basically, this specific concept of a glance implies the existence of an observer whose
vision the viewers can share through filmic operations. These operations entail a number of elements (origin,
vision, time, frame, object, mind)55 that in combination construct a cinematographic impression suggesting a
“view through the eyes” of one of the film’s characters. It is a strategy commonly used to create interactions
between characters and objects or to design dialogue scenes. Ultimately, these interactions are mediated by
translating camera eye – a process often neglected by the identification of camera view and protagonist’s
view. In the case of Monika, the camera is not able to (or willing to) translate her visual field “directly” but
marks its own (respectively Monika’s) in‐ability to see – as different to “our” normal ways of seeing. A similar
relational configuration can be observed in other cases of the p‐o‐v shot described by Edward Branigan. He
was one of the first scholars to discuss this device more specifically.56 The camera is also not able to access
directly the perspectives of animals or non‐living characters but in turn renders them visible through the
application of certain visual effects.57 Consequently, one has not to deal with a particular aesthetics of
disability but rather with a cinematographic practice of translation that simultaneously marks normalcy and
the deviant. The construction of “normal” and “abnormal” also extends to the production of injured
characters,58 drunkenness and stages of the mind like madness that are associated with techniques of visual
modification: “Distortion of image becomes associated with an abnormal condition.”59 In the case of the sight
of a certain character, “[w]hat is revealed is not the object of a glance nor an internal state of the character,
but a condition of sight itself.”60 However such a sight might be characterized, Branigan questionably argues
that the concept of point‐of‐view would not make sense if applied to a blind character:
A POV shot, therefore, requires the presence of a character but more than a “body” is necessary – the
character must be “aware” and “looking” in a normal way. What is the status of a POV shot when the
character is asleep, blindfolded, blind, or dead?61
Considering film productions of the last decades – some of them mentioned above – and recent scholarly
work, it has to be acknowledged that Branigan’s argument has become indefensible. There are numerous
example for films that employ the POV shot in relation to characters with visual disability thereby often
creating deviant or non‐normal ways of seeing. This is not to say, that his argument is worthless, on the
contrary, the audiovisual translations of deviant or non‐normal ways of seeing point directly at the question
of disability. Authors as Johnson Cheu convincingly demonstrate the need to work with concepts such as the
gaze in order to grasp the ways in which filmic operations process the relationship between sighted gaze and
blind character’s gaze.62 Furthermore, it is important to take into account that the ‘normal’ is established in
and through a practice of distinction. One has therefore to analyze how both – normal and other – ways of
visual perception are produced within a filmic action, how they are marked in different manners, not to
mention their interaction with other kinds of experiencing the world like the acoustic or the tactile senses.63
From Myopia to visual disability
In the film Monika, the production of the way the protagonist perceives the world visually is linked to the
medical office of an ophthalmologist. There, the consulting room becomes the main stage for constructing
Monika’s view. It is a process that comprises mainly two steps: one before and one after the failed operation.
During the first visit to the ophthalmologist, Monika has to undergo a visual acuity test. As it turns out, she
needs to do the test to prove her sight capacity in order to get permission for the driver’s license. The
sequence does not start with an establishing shot but with a point‐of‐view that seemingly corresponds to
Monika’s eyeline while looking through the measurement apparatus that tests her vision.64 Besides the
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numbers and letters that oscillate in and out of focus, and that are disrupted through the simulation of
blinking, the eye of the doctor looking from the other side of the (analogue) measuring device is also
rendered visible – a medical gaze that here “becomes the depositary and source of clarity […] [and] opens the
truth.”65 Only after having nearly completed the test, Monika is shown in a medium close up sitting behind
the device and appears when the doctor lifts it upwards. The following brief conversation between the
ophthalmologist and Monika, framed by a medium shot, illustrates the protagonist’s non‐agreement with the
diagnosis.66 Insisting on her need for the driver’s license, she asks for possible clinical treatment, but the
doctor’s response points out the limitations of medicine in her case. Monika’s gesture of resistance reveals a
reluctance to accept a social structure (visualized in the spatial configuration) dominated by control
mechanisms that continuously intervene and selectively regulate processes of (self‐)normalization on the
basis of norms.67 On the one hand, it is precisely Monika’s rejection to think of herself as a person considered
as visually impaired that makes her feel the pressure exerted on her and, at last, accept her role as a blind
person.68 On the other hand this scene makes us understand that norms and normalization practices are not
prior to the social field in which they are intervening, but that there is a constant feedback between their
application and effects and the (re‐)configuration of the social field. The scene hence produces the
protagonist’s field of vision as one that is limited through myopia – a medical phenomenon that the major
part of the audience will be acquainted with, even if perhaps not in such a strong form69 – and alludes to the
social and economic consequences related to it. As a result, normalcy and (a deviant) medical condition are
negotiated within one single field and are not transferred to the margins of society, a process that is enabled
through the implication of norms orientated on gradual differences.70
A second visit to the ophthalmologist occurs after Monika secretly underwent an eye operation abroad. Here,
the scene begins with a black screen. But as soon as a white undifferentiated cone of light nervously begins
to shimmer, the images are juxtaposed with digital and abstract electronic sounds. One notices the doctor’s
voice declaring that he is going to take away the bandage that covers the girl’s eyes. Once this is done, the
image turns brighter and more colorful, but not sharper. It is a shot demonstrating blurred images, there are
no recognizable silhouettes. There is no way of sharpening or focusing on an object or a person whatsoever
in this situation. Through the soundtrack an alienating character is ascribed to this particular way of seeing:
abstract electronic sounds continue to accompany the impressionistic and fuzzy material. The sounds here
signal an internal focalization and point to the inner state of Monika, who seems to be emotionally confused
– perceptional and emotional state are combined. The scene then proceeds by showing a close up of
Monika’s face while the doctor checks her eye with a diagnostic penlight and ends with a conversation
between Monika’s mother and the doctor who recommends that the family gets in contact with
the Deutscher Blinden‐ und Sehbehindertenverband e.V.(German Association of the Blind and Visually
Impaired).
Although the action of both of these scenes dealing with the visual field of Monika and its change takes place
in the medical office, the emphasis is not so much on the diagnosis, that is, on the medical gaze or authority
respectively the utilized measuring and control devices. The film rather seeks to translate the different ways
of seeing that Monika embodies into audio‐visual practice through different filmic operations such as the p‐o‐
v shot and the introduction of a specific soundtrack that foregrounds the subjective dimension related to this
kind of perception. This is also suggested by the order of appearance. Instead of establishing the
ophthalmologist’s treatment room as a space where the doctor occupies the central position, it is the
viewpoint of Monika from which the film begins both scenes. After all, it is her story that the film is about to
tell. While doing this, the film frequently returns to her particular way of seeing that was introduced (to the
viewers) from the outset. The p‐o‐v shot thus serves as a device that supports the characterization of the
protagonists and her placement at the center of the film. But the filmic performance of a dis/abled point‐of‐
view, in this particular case, is not restricted to enable a sharing of Monika’s experience. It also entails other
aspects of the sensory repertory, mainly the acoustic dimension.
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The shift from seeing to hearing
In order to understand the shift in perception from seeing to hearing accomplished by the film’s protagonist
it is necessary to examine one of the scenes crucial to this issue. It takes place in the middle of the film where
Monika has got used to life in the school for the blind and visually impaired. At this point, she also knows
more or less how to use the cane, even if she sometimes comes across obstacles she is unaware of. One can
say that the relationship between Monika and her cane has different stages. While rejecting it at first she
then acknowledges it as an instrument that gives her higher mobility. In this stage, the camera focuses on the
cane as a tool that conditions Monika’s sphere of action. Later in the film, this relation changes. After having
experienced a series of challenges (running against a door, nearly being involved in a car crash) the camera
shifts focus from the cane to the protagonist who moves through town or goes shopping, thus comprising a
form of mobility not primarily determined by the cane but by her own juvenile interest.
In the analysis that follows, it will become clear how the film produces a multisensory portrait of the
protagonist’s perception that manages bodily orientation by re‐adjusting the subject’s capacity of listening to
sounds even if they are embedded in noisy environments. The scene addresses mobility training in urban
settings. Monika – accompanied by Tina, her trainee – is about to learn how to deal with certain obstacles
that appear on the way, in this case a construction site. Although having some difficulties and engaging in a
discussion with Tina about why she does not help her, Monika finally manages to pass the construction site,
thus symbolically overcoming it. The film produces this situation of conflict in a way that highlights the
subjective dimension of the protagonist, realized through the use of certain camera perspectives and sound
effects.
First, the scene contains no establishing shot that would reveal at whom or what the protagonist is looking,
or, more precisely in this case, how Monika tries to “look” in a certain direction. The possibility for a (visually
supported) spatial orientation is not provided; there are no visual cues for the character’s gaze.71 Hence it
starts with a point‐of‐view shot matching Monika’s eyeline. But the blurred images do not really give a hint of
what Monika would be glancing at. Rather, they seem to be translations from a sighted perspective in order
to visualize Monika’s perception, but they in fact correspond to other perceptual practices. Unlike the blue
screen chosen for Derek Jarmans Blue, this kind of rather violent translation creates a sense of lack in visual
perception by producing images that do not allow for one to orientate oneself (in fact, without an
establishing shot, one cannot situate the action!). Such a strategy does not only stress the otherness of
Monika but might also “reinforce the dominant power that sight embodies.”72 Hence, even if constructed in a
different manner, one can trace in this scene the “panoptic scheme” that Mitchell and Snyder refer to in their
analysis of the Wiseman films.73
Besides the visual dimension of this shot, the soundtrack is decisive. It is the urban noise‐mix that allows one
to deduce the young girl’s location somewhere in town. These noises are mixed with those of the cane that
touches the site fence, the sidewalk and other objects. When the film then cuts to a medium shot, it shows
both Monika and Tina from the perspective of the obstacle while also visualizing the fence. A following close‐
up focuses on Monika’s cane that moves nervously around without being able to find the narrow passage left
between the fence and the parked car. While Tina encourages Monika to concentrate on what she hears (this
is shown in a repetitive medium shot), the following repetitive point‐of‐view shots do not indicate a specific
auditory focus. Sound is as blurred and confusing as the images. Instead of another point‐of‐view shot, the
camera then cuts (once again) to a close up of the cane; and something changes. Now, the cane does not
only move slowly over the sidewalk from the side of the fence to side of the car, but also produces distinct
sounds. This specific “acoustic texture”74 is created by amplifying the volume and through the use of a reverb
effect. Even when cutting back to a medium shot of Monika’s figure this sound persists and is therefore
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linked to the auditory perception of the protagonist.75 When Monika finally passes the obstacle she does it by
gripping the fence – in this case through the support of the tactile sense – and then leaves the scene. The
scene marks a turning point of the film. From this moment on, Monika is able to hear in an enhanced way – a
development that not only echoes with the idea of the “super crip”76 but also medical scholarship, which
discerns “supra‐normal auditory abilities”77 in blind persons. This is obvious in scenes that take place in
locations with loud music (discotheque) or in a situation where Monika recognizes the steps of her mother
who is following her daughter without addressing her verbally. One is made to observe here, though in a
typically idealized manner, how sensorial perception and patterns of spatial orientation might change if
alterations of the field of vision occur. Habits and patterns that developed in a certain period of life are
subjected to a number of new conditions. And at some point, as Merleau‐Ponty argues,
The blind man’s stick has ceased to be an object […], and is no longer perceived for itself; its point has
become an area of sensitivity, extending the scope and active radius of touch, and providing a parallel to
sight. […] To get used to […] a stick is to be transplanted into them, or conversely, to incorporate them into
the bulk of our own body. Habit expresses our power of dilating our being‐in‐the‐world, or changing our
existence by appropriating fresh instruments.78
Consequently, the film proposes this process of incorporation and re‐adjustment of the senses and the body
in its being‐in‐the‐world. It exemplifies this through the figure of Monika: her rehabilitation and subsequent
re‐integration are configured through a job education and her moving into an own flat – both stimulated by
the institution that “cares” for her. While narrating an often‐articulated story of normalization and
overcoming the challenges of disability, the film does not solely rely on the tactile dimension but creates a
subjective “sound perspective” and thus focuses on the ability of listening to the echoes caused by the
extended body in its changing environments.79 and thus focuses on the ability of listening to the echoes
caused by the extended body in its changing environments.
III. Antoine (2008)80
The film Antoine (2008) is an experimental docudrama. Its protagonist is Antoine Houang, a six year old blind
Canadian‐Vietnamese boy living in Montreal. The film is a collaboration between Argentinian filmmaker
Laura Bari and Houang that lasted over two years. During the process of filming, Antoine was not only simply
filmed by Bari but also participated in the film’s making. As a result, the film not only represents Antoine’s life
and activities as a blind boy but also includes his individual perspective and fantasies of being the detective
“Dec.” The detective genre serves as an important point for the shaping of the film’s story and audio‐visual
composition. Against this backdrop, this film obviously differs from the observational techniques81 that
Frederick Wiseman used in films likeBlind or Deaf (both 1986) since it emphasizes an interactive moment and
proceeds in a reflexive mode82 that stimulated the making of the film and addresses the portrayed subjects
as constitutive and creative force.
Blind Vision and authorship
The opening sequence embodies the interactive moment from which the film originates: the creative force of
telling a story, not about Antoine as a blind boy but invented and experienced by Antoine himself as the
story‐telling and living detective Dec, and the fanciful editing that imaginatively engages with the
protagonist’s fantasies, memories and life.
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In the beginning of the film, there is an ear. It is framed in an underexposed close up and the head that
belongs to it remains a silhouette. The shot, with its reduced visual expressiveness, makes the viewer focus
on the acoustic. On the soundtrack, one hears what the ear seems to hear: heart beating, breathing, and a
medical ventilator. In the following shot, the protagonist, obviously a little boy, is shown in a dimmed room.
First he seems to have some difficulties raising the blinds, but finally daylight slowly illuminates his figure and
he opens the window. All these actions are also juxtaposed with an omnidirectional voice‐over that the boy’s
ear likely perceives. The scene appears to be unfathomable until the protagonist himself explains it. It is a
possible demonstration of how his birth took place. This becomes clear when Antoine, still in the opening
segment of the film, starts speaking about the beginning of his life. As the six‐year old‐boy outlines, he was
born prematurely and spent three months in an incubator. Too much oxygen in the incubator caused a retinal
detachment, and consequently, Antoine’s blindness. Thus, the soundscape turns out to be subjective and is
ascribed a biographical meaning. The auditory constructs an access to the invisible and distanced past83
where Antoine could not see the incubator, but could hear it. Still, it is not clear if it was like that, because he
does not exactly remember everything of the period he spent in the hospital. In fact, Antoine tells the viewer
that he plans to compile two lists: one of “memories” and another one of “non‐memories.” He starts with the
latter.
The machine Antoine uses for his lists and for writing “another page” of his biography is a manual braille
writer. In the opening sequence, Antoine is captured with a close‐up while writing on the brailler and
speaking into a clip‐on microphone that he is equipped with. The items he uses symbolize his connection with
the audio‐visual medium: he creates the script and records the sound. His perception and interaction with
the outer world is hence different and more complex than in his early life days that he remembers and where
“My eyes ended up at my fingertips, my ears, my nose, and my mouth.” In other words, in the past Antoine
had not been connected to and equipped with these items that now allow him to express and articulate his
thoughts and ideas. At the same time, however, the boy’s perception is (re‐)configured by the different
technical devices. It is a pose that through its close‐up framing not only conveys an idea of familiarity
between the filmmaker and the protagonist, but also stages Antoine as the author of the story that the film
will tell, thus alluding to the figure of the blind novelist.84 It is an imagined solitude accompanied by the
machine that presses creative thoughts into paper. The soundtrack equally supports this scene of life writing
every time Antoine expressively pushes the keys. The scene produces the authorship of the film against an
autobiographical stance and in complicity with the filmmaker.85 This collaborative moment can also be found
in the title of the film that appears after this scene. While the braille characters are inserted one after
another on the screen, they are accompanied by the typewriter sound and furthermore subtitled with the
characters of the Latin alphabet: “a n t o i n e”. The composition hence proposes to reverse the hierarchical
subordination that braille might be subjected to in other contexts. Consequently, the film accomplishes an
enabling gesture as it embodies an interactive relationship between the filmmaker and Antoine and positions
its blind protagonist as the driving authorial voice at the center of the documentary. It therefore trusts in the
protagonist’s acquaintance with technology and its ability to tell about his life and daily routines.86
Point of View and auditory visibility
Several times during the film detective “Dec,” Antoine’s alias, travels by car. That this “really” happens is
suggested by a cinematographic illusion put together through the use of elements belonging to the
repertoire of a conventional cinematic car ride.87 The first shots demonstrate how the detective gets into the
car, starts the motor and turns the headlamps on. The latter already implies a view from inside the car that
viewers supposedly share with a detective (who is actually blind). Then, the ride happens and street lights
pass by. Hereby, the boy’s perspective is highlighted and at some point the frame excludes the road and
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focuses only the lights – a view that alludes to the way in which the child might look out of the car. However
“unrealistic” or amusing these journeys might seem, they do provide an imaginative configuration of a
disabled subject that lives his life (and fantasies) outside institutional frames and is equipped with a high
degree of mobility.88
During the ride, viewers hear a voicemail recording of a female voice with an east European accent and are
introduced to the story of Madame Rouski, who has disappeared but managed to leave a message for Dec
asking him for help. This lady is indeed one of the important triggers of the film’s more fictional moments.
Furthermore, her story resembles one of the central themes in film history: the vanishing lady.89 While the
camera constructs a visual point‐of‐view by relying on the basis of mobility and subjective framing, the audio
recording provides a complementary element of central importance, as it is the evidence for the existence of
Madame Rouski. The vague circumstances of her disappearance and her subsequent role in the film produce
an audiovisual ambiguity that provides her with a certain filmic physical resonance – a form of a noticeable
absence. This effect is achieved although most of the time the character remains hors‐champ (with one
exception that we will come to in the next paragraph). From this kind of imaginary zone – everything that is
outside the frame and constitutes the off‐screen90 – the figure of Rouski communicates in different ways (by
using her voice) with the content the pictures show and therefore asserts her “visibility.”91.” Gilles Deleuze,
“Strata or Historical Formations: The Visible and the Articulable (Knowledge).” Foucault (New York:
Continuum, 2006), 50] Hence, as a visualizing medium, film, to some extent, must be blind in order to
represent. Through the dis/appearance of Madame Rouski, a story unfolds that the viewers would
understand differently if presented only with a juxtaposition of the urban setting juxtaposed with a
mysterious music reminiscent of b‐movie soundtracks.
The auditory also proves to be relevant to the film’s protagonist. Besides the recordings of Antoine’s voice,
which are frequently juxtaposed with images through the whole film, sounds and noises of his environment
are also of significance. In one scene for instance, Antoine holds a microphone in the air and captures the
sound of an airplane and affirms: “It’s a plane I’ll film it”. Once again, there emerges a relation to the hors‐
champ because the camera that joins him while walking through a wintry snowy park actually does not
capture the plane. One is reminded of the sound technician Winter in Lisbon Story and the way he begins to
record the sounds of the city (with closed eyes) which then will trigger the narrative of Wim Wenders’ film.92
The vanishing lady appears
Dec/Antoine is not alone in his search for Madame Rouski. Together with his sighted schoolmates Maëlle and
Julietta he tries to find the disappeared/dissolved woman. They visit various places, distribute a self‐made
facial composite of Rouski, and sometimes struggle with each other during their investigation. In one of the
scenes where the trio does not agree on what they are “seeing,” the point‐of‐view of Antoine is once more
decisive. On their travels, the three of them visit a bridge from where they can see and hear the river. As the
camera shows ships passing by, Antoine suddenly claims that he saw Madame Rouski and causes an
argument with one of his friends who does not see her. The camera, however, focuses on a red buoy on the
river and indeed, there is a woman swimming nearby, therefore confirming the boy’s contention while the
girls continue not to see her. The camera thus visualizes his fantasies and renders the things that Antoine
does (not) see accessible for the viewers, so that they can participate and share the protagonist’s multiple
experiences. In a certain way, the scene parallels Méliès’ The Lady That Vanished (1896) but instead of
making a woman disappear, it gives her a fleeting visibility.93 After hearing Madame Rouski’s recorded voice,
this second cue gives evidence of a visual nature to the existence of the vanished lady. This scene subverts
the idea of “documentary evidence”94 and can be simultaneously associated with a common cinematic
strategy that creates situations in which some characters see something that escapes the gaze of others.95
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Another scene that addresses and underscores Antoine’s point‐of‐view happens in school. In this setting, the
camera observes the various activities of the protagonist like writing, computer training, painting lessons or
sports most of the time. But it is also present during the breaks where the pupils stay on the schoolyard.
However, in this scene, Antoine is not with them but somewhere in the school building and “watching”
outside from a room above the schoolyard. By shouting “Salut” he tries to begin a conversation with
someone in the yard. When a teacher responds him, he repeats several times: “I see you!” or “I am looking at
you!” The framing supports his affirmation: it is an over‐shoulder‐shot that focuses on the teacher down in
the yard. Once more, the filmmaker is an accomplice to the actions of Antoine. Because one could suggest
that (while hearing his teacher) Antoine is in fact “looking” at her through the eye of the camera. The camera
however does not play this game along as it refuses to translate Antoine’s gaze into a p‐o‐v shot, thus acting
differently than the camera in Monika we analyzed above. As viewers are accustomed to this kind of shot as a
part of scenes showing a communication between sighted subjects and therefore associating it with the gaze
of a character,96 one could think that this technique particularly neglects Antoine’s blindness and the fact that
he is only hearing but not seeing his teacher. In fact, it is a puzzling constellation that seems to undermine
the “panoptic scheme” analyzed by Mitchell and Snyder by placing the blind subject in the position of the one
that oversees a certain setting and relocating the instructor as the object of the gaze.97 This is also stressed in
other segments of the film that continue to playfully address the specific configuration of visual recording
technologies and a blind point of view, and, for instance, frame Antoine holding a mini camera, filming his
environment and thus acting like a filmmaker.98
Movement in space
As indicated above, a high degree of mobility is being ascribed to Antoine by the film. Mostly, this happens in
the car rides embedded in the story as real events, but seem to be imagined when one thinks of the film as a
documentary. But it is also present in the sequences when he and his friends search for Madame Rouski.
Although the film shows Antoine walking with a cane, there is no specific emphasis on the issue of cane
travelling.99
This form of moving around is rather subordinate to the narrative of the film and is thus only one of the
possible options to arrive at a certain objective. The configuration of the blind boy’s ability to make use of the
space around him is particularly accentuated in one of the scenes at the beginning of the film. There is a wide
shot showing Antoine running in the countryside with its yellow flowers and while lifting the cane
upwards. The whole scene is exceptional in its framing and gains its visual quality also through Antoine’s
yellow jacket that makes him appear to be one of the flowers except that he is moving through the
surroundings. It conveys – contrary to the struggle of Monika with the construction site – a situation that
emphasizes Antoine’s agency. In contrast to many other audio‐visual operations, the filmic space created by
this shot places the boy in an extensive environment where he is not at risk of colliding with someone or
some obstacle that he might not perceive.
IV. Conclusion
The point of departure for this paper was the films of Frederick Wiseman and the discussion of a
dichotomous hierarchy, in which non‐sighted people are subordinated in a “panoptic scheme.” We
confronted this approach with some reflections regarding how the modes of perception of blind or visually
disabled people might be structured. This led us to question the narrow focus on practices of seeing because
they in fact interact with the auditory or other sensory dimensions in complex ways. The main question that
we consequently pursued throughout the analysis of recent cinematographic productions was then how
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perceptual patterns of non‐sighted individuals are produced audio‐visually and hence translated into a filmic
grammar. The central aspects that were critically examined in this context are the production of filmic space,
the use of the p‐o‐v shot and the creation of particular soundscapes.
The first film under analysis, Monika, a coming‐of‐age‐film addresses the way in which the protagonist is
obliged to deal with her loss of sight. It narrates a story of overcoming disability in order to live
independently from both her mother and the institutional frame. Though emphasizing the subversive
potential of the young woman and constructing a specific sound perspective, we argue that the film’s
cinematographic practice of creating a visually disabled gaze by the application of the p‐o‐v shot reinforces
the dichotomy between sighted and non‐sighted and therefore perpetuates an Othering of blindness.
Turning to the second case study, one has to confirm that the approach of this highly self‐reflective
docudrama is quite unusual. Antoine sets out to tell a story that the protagonist and Laura Bari experienced
together and that contains autobiographical elements as well as patterns of a detective story about the
vanishing lady. Whether we take the diaries of memories or non‐memories, the car rides or other moments
of the film, they all seem to have an ephemeral and coincidental character. Their mixture with observations
at Antoine’s home and school undermine genre conventions and in effect figure as a mise en abyme of
notions like real, documentary, fictitious or imagined. This is evident when considering the cinematographic
strategies the film uses in order to configure the blind individual as author, filmmaker and a character able to
move around in his environment.
In the end, we like to point out that one of the important aspects shown in the above analysis confirms what
Wim Wenders once said about Lisbon Story: “The aim of this film […] is to show how sound can help things to
be seen differently.”100 When examining film, one has to be aware of both its field of vision as well as its
soundscape. Because when approaching audio‐visual practices in such a way, one can scrutinize how seeing
and non‐seeing are cinematographically translated by the medium film. These techniques demonstrate that
film not only “illustrates” visual practices of sighted and non‐sighted individuals but simultaneously addresses
its own way of seeing and non‐seeing with the support of practices like framing, perspective, montage, and
so forth. By doing so, cinematographic productions also allude to the relativity and instability of these
techniques and the processes of translation.
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